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Optimize Delivery Of Personalized Advertising Creative 

Marketers are gearing up to spend nearly a quarter trillion dollars on digital ads today, fueled by their capabilities to target, measure, and 

optimize their ad campaigns using an array of advertising technologies. However, many campaigns fall short as marketers miss opportunities 

to respond to fast-changing customer conditions. These challenges will only increase as marketers are called upon to deliver better, more 

personalized experiences with ever-shrinking resources. Marketers will have to select and deploy the right technologies to effectively deliver 

data-directed, personalized, and relevant experiences to consumers to drive more fruitful relationships and business outcomes.

In October 2018, RevJet commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate marketer readiness and capacity to deliver personalized, meaningful 

advertising creative at scale.

Geography

› United States: 100%

Position

› C-level: 19%

› VP: 33%

› Director: 48%

Companies sell to

› B2C: 38%

› B2B: 24%

› Both: 39%

Most common industries

› Retail: 21%

› FinServ/Insurance: 21%

› eCommerce: 17%

› Automotive: 17%
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Marketers Face A Confidence Gap With 

Personalized Creative

Advertising technology has ushered in an era of high opportunity for 

companies looking to build sustainable relationships with their best 

consumers — powered by understanding and delivering against 

customers’ feelings, wants, and needs to deliver highly relevant ad 

experiences. This is customer-obsessed advertising.

Unfortunately, most companies struggle to develop and deliver ad 

creative that supports this mission. Two-thirds of decision makers in 

our study struggle to create personalized, meaningful advertising at 

scale, and 68% struggle to deliver that creative to the appropriate 

audiences. This personalization confidence gap means that too 

many firms run the risk of getting too heavily reliant on advertising 

technology’s hyper targeting capabilities and so not exploring the 

power of personalized creative to connect with consumers through 

delivering valuable, relevant ads.

1

Nearly 70% of marketers admit they lack confidence in their ability 

to create and deliver personalized advertising content.
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Most Companies Cannot Keep Up With 

Their Customers’ Ever-Changing Context

Consumer context is in a constant state of flux — as brand 

experiences, location, even the weather over their heads can 

significantly alter how they react to the messages companies deliver 

to them. A majority of companies in our study, however, told us they 

struggle to keep up with the frenzied pace of their customers’ 

experiences. More than half require at least a month to create a 

messaging strategy (39% need a quarter year), 55% take a month to 

optimize their messaging strategy (31% need at least a quarter), and 

54% take that long to change individual ad creative to match the 

changing conditions that govern their audiences’ daily lives and 

reactions.

Companies simply cannot meet their customers’ expectations for 

contextual relevance with this lack of agility. 
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Only 4% of respondents said 

they had all the digital 

advertising capabilities they 

wanted today.

Marketers Lack The Tools To Automate 

Key Processes That Drive Personalization

Responding effectively to customer needs and shifting contexts 

requires powerful capabilities in data analysis, processing, and 

translating data into insights, and then into action. Many 

decision makers in our study told us that they have a long list of 

unfulfilled capabilities holding them back from delivering 

personalized ad experiences — from machine learning/AI, to real-

time ad assembly and versioning, to multivariate A/B creative 

testing — a third or more are looking for more powerful capabilities 

to deliver personalized, meaningful advertising at scale.
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Companies Primarily Held Back By A Lack 

Of Technology

For companies to deliver personalized, meaningful advertising at 

scale, they require advanced capabilities powered by technology that 

delivers the most up-to-date tools available. The challenge is that 

enterprises reported they are largely ready for these capabilities, but 

lack the technology required to execute them. For example, firms 

that told us they want AI capabilities were 41% more likely to lack 

technology than the average for all key capabilities and 65% more 

likely to lack the needed technology than to say they lack the 

necessary skills. Firms that want dynamic creative optimization were 

17% more likely to lack technology than average, and 69% more 

likely to lack technology than say they lack skills. Finally, firms that 

want identity resolution were 76% more likely to lack technology than 

lack skills and were 78% more likely than the average for other 

capabilities to say they lack customer data.
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Enhance Personalization With Smart Tools

To enhance the customer value and relevancy of their ads, 

marketers are looking for tools that give them more direct control 

over personalizing the ads that drive customers through the 

purchase process. As marketers look to acquire tools to help with ad 

customization and personalization, they prioritize tools that help align 

creative and media teams (47%), that easily integrate with other 

tools (47%), that can work across platforms and touchpoints (46%), 

and that bring marketing intelligence tools to bear (45%). Without 

these capabilities, teams will continue to face their current 

challenges, particularly their inability to deliver quickly personalized 

content and fail to gain the benefits they expect. 
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Reap the Revenue Rewards of Improved Personalization

Marketers understand that with improved personalization, they can outpace their competitors. With greater visibility and control over personalized 

ad experiences, they expect more efficient marketing processes (49%), greater customer lifetime value (48%), and ultimately more revenue 

(47%). Further, they believe greater control will be a significant competitive differentiator, driving benefits including better customer win rates 

(48%) and retention (57%), and delivering more relevant and appealing advertising (51%). Ultimately, marketers understand this differentiation 

will lead to improved accuracy and frequency as well as improved customer loyalty, rate of acquisition, and increased revenue.
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Conclusion

To differentiate themselves and provide value for increasingly demanding customers, companies must 

become obsessed with delivering relevancy and value in all their customer interactions, including their 

advertising. This study has shown though that most firms still struggle to generate and deliver advertising 

creative that is truly personalized and able to keep up with customers’ constantly shifting contexts.

Companies struggle to quickly respond to changing customer conditions and contexts, often taking a 

month or more to pivot their advertising strategies or even change individual creative. The main issue 

preventing them from being more agile is a lack of technology that can support the key capabilities that 

power more effective advertising campaigns and business outcomes.

As they look to address their technology challenges, companies want tools that give them more direct 

control over personalizing the ads that drive customers through the purchase process, while easily and 

seamlessly integrating into their current teams, technologies, and capabilities. Gaining more direct control 

is expected to power more efficient marketing processes, improve CLV, and ultimately drive more 

revenue. It also is looked at as a significant competitive differentiator that will help companies win, retain, 

and delight their customers in a hypercompetitive landscape.

METHODOLOGY

This Opportunity Snapshot was 

commissioned by RevJet. To 

create this Snapshot, Forrester 

conducted a custom survey of 

109 decision makers involved 

in their company’s marketing 

strategy. Respondents had to 

work at companies located in 

the US with at least $1 billion in 

annual revenue.

Project Director:

Nick Phelps, Senior Market 

Impact Consultant

Contributing Research: 

Forrester’s B2C Marketing 

research group

ABOUT FORRESTER CONSULTING

Forrester Consulting provides independent and objective research-based consulting to help leaders succeed in their 

organizations. Ranging in scope from a short strategy session to custom projects, Forrester’s Consulting services connect you

directly with research analysts who apply expert insight to your specific business challenges. For more information, visit 

forrester.com/consulting.
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